Nuevo Partners works with all the major oil companies, banks, and hedge funds to facilitate trading and collaboration with different trading and hedging strategies. Its three principals have more than 40 years of industry experience.

Accurate price quotes at a glance
Nuevo Partners, Houston, Texas

“The live quotes are the reason I use DTN ProphetX Energy Edition. I’ve been in this business for 10 years and you’ve simply got to have live NYMEX feeds that are reliable. I have no hesitation recommending DTN to others, as it helps me to do my job. I don’t have to worry about getting into the office and find it not working—we’ve simply never had that problem.”

Nuevo Partners
“We are flying blind without DTN — it’s very important for us to know at a glance where crude oil, natural gas, and gasoline are trading.”

What they were up against.
The nature of Nuevo Partners’ business requires it to rely on accurate price quotes every minute of every day. As such, it needed real-time information on crude oil, natural gas, home heating oil, gasoline RBOB, and no lead.

What we did to help.
Nuevo Partners chose DTN ProphetX® Energy Edition to deliver real-time pricing information, industry news, and weather information, including advanced analytics, charting, and history information. To help maximize organization and display, market information can span across multiple monitors and market sectors to communicate quick reactions to market dynamics. Industry information like crack spreads, crushes, and strips are available with a simple click of the mouse, allowing users to receive information in one convenient location.

What the impact was.
DTN ProphetX Energy Edition has proven to be exceptionally easy for Nuevo Partners staff to use. Once pages are set up, users simply open them and the real-time quotes are immediately viewable and accessible.